BAUER PURE AIR
YOUR SAFETY IS OUR MISSION
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PURE AIR SILVER UND GOLD
CERTIFICATION THAT ENSURES SAFE
BREATHING AIR
Breathing air is the most important part of equipment, the basic
condition for ensuring safe firefighting when heavy-duty breathing
apparatus is used.

As the market leader in the breathing air industry, we and our products have always been synonymous with the very best breathing air
quality. With high-efficiency filter systems, the AERO-GUARD System
to reduce carbon dioxide (CO₂) in compliance with breathing air
standards, and B-SECURUS to monitor moisture saturation in filter
cartridges. And, above all, with the new B-DETECTION PLUS System
for seamless monitoring and logging of breathing air quality that
fulfills the EN 12021:20141 standard.
Our PureAir certification allows this quality to be documented at a
glance –for your equipment maintenance staff and above all for you
as station chief. Certification provides you with the legal certainty
you need in the event of disputes.
To provide the very highest level of reliability, we have now introduced
PureAir Gold. This certification is based on the use of B-DETECTION
PLUS, monitoring your breathing air throughout your operations.
Continuous logging of system performance enables you to prove at
any time that your system is operated correctly and your breathing
air quality is documented from start to finish.
Allowing you and your fellow firefighters to rely on flawless top-
quality breathing air in every cylinder.

1 Absolute humidity and total oil value (VOC) monitoring optional. Total oil measurement based
on volatile organic compounds (VOCs) only. Sensor calibration based on isobutene.
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WHY POOR BREATHING AIR QUALITY
IS SO DANGEROUS
“The breathing air in our compressed air cylinders is pure!” It’s great
to have full confidence in your equipment before being called out
to the next fire. There’s one thing that must never be allowed to
happen when heavy-duty breathing equipment is used –and that’s
to endanger health.
In fact, poor-quality breathing air is the biggest risk in these situations,
and carbon monoxide (CO) is the most deadly of all.
The odourless and tasteless gas prevents oxygen from being absorbed by the blood and can be fatal in high doses. Excessive levels
of CO₂ can also cause symptoms of poisoning such as headaches,
impaired judgement and even loss of consciousness.
Too much moisture in the air may result in severe damage to
materials, corroding metal components in breathing equipment or
cylinders from the inside. In addition, fire and rescue service divers
run the risk of their diving regulators icing up while they are under
water. Contamination of breathing air by oil residues (aerosols) is
also far from harmless; minor consequences include headache, but
when levels that significantly overstep threshold limits, they may
cause oil residues to be permanently deposited in the lungs, where
they damage the alveoli.

PureAir certified:
Atlantis filling station, Berlin | Christian Wendt, General Manager
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WHICH PRECONDITIONS
HAVE TO BE MET?
For certification as a BAUER PureAir station, you have to
fulfill the following preconditions:
You arrange for the correct installation of the compressor unit
according to the operating instructions. Consequent observance
of these regulations prevents, for example, the intake air being
contaminated with carbon monoxide exhaust from a combustion
engine.
You commit to using original BAUER filter cartridges. Only the
manufacturing of these cartridges under industrial conditions
enables a consistent standard of quality.
You monitor the air quality of your BAUER filling centre using
an internal or downstream B-SECURUS filter monitoring system,
thus preventing overrunning the service life of the cartridge.
You agree to the annual inspection of your filling centre acc. to
EN 12021:2014 by an authorised BAUER PureAir partner.
Additional requirement for PureAir GOLD certification:
Online measurement of CO, CO₂, O₂ and total oil value (VOCs)
with a BAUER B-DETECTION online gas measurement system.

PURE AIR SILVER UND GOLD
OUR TWO CERTIFICATION LEVELS
“PureAir Silver” certification represents an enormous leap in
breathing air safety compared to uncertified filling stations.
Your customers can be secure in the knowledge that installation
conditions have been tested, original filter cartridges are used,
and our B-SECURUS system is monitoring filter cartridge life and
alerting operators when a cartridge needs to be changed.
The new top standard is “PureAir Gold”. The Gold standard includes
the conditions applying to PureAir Silver, but additionally requires
the use of a B-DETECTION PLUS Gas Measurement System.
This ensures that PureAir Gold delivers the very highest safety and
security. If a problem arises, you can produce the B-DETECTION
PLUS operating logs to verify the purity of the air used to fill your
cylinders at all times.
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SILVER CERTIFIED

GOLD CERTIFIED

MEASUREMENT ONCE A YEAR

CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT

of O₂, CO, CO₂, absolute humi
dity as well as VOC content1

of O₂, CO, CO₂, absolute humi
dity as well as VOC content1

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS:

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM:

B-DETECTION PLUS m
Dräger AEROTEST
FACTAIR

B-DETECTION PLUS i/s
Integrated into the compressor or standalone version,
sensors report automatically
scheduled calibration and end
of their life.

1 M
 easurement of total oil value in B-DETECTION only based on volatile
organic compounds (VOCs)

SEAMLESS SYSTEM FOR PURE BREATHING AIR

BAUER KOMPRESSOREN supplies a seamless system which
transforms ambient air into highly pure compressed breathing air
that complies with the EN 12021:2014 Breathing Air Standard. All
elements of the system are designed to work perfectly together.

1

2
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1 Breathing air compressor with integrated purification system for producing high-
purity breathing air, and B-SECURUS for monitoring filter cartridge life
2 AIRBOX
3 B-DETECTION PLUS for end-to-end monitoring of breathing air quality
4 Filling panel to connect breathing air cylinders
5 B-DETECTION PLUS m
6 Breathing air cylinder

3

4

6
5

Gas measuring system B-DETECTION PLUS
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B-DETECTION PLUS
SEAMLESSLY MONITORING BREATHING AIR
For complete certainty, the only solution is to monitor breathing
air continuously and seamlessly to verify compliance with the
EN 12021:2014 Breathing Air Standard. To achieve this, BAUER
developed the B-DETECTION PLUS Online Gas Measurement System.
B-DETECTION PLUS measures CO, CO₂ and O₂ as standard and
offers options for absolute humidity and total oil value (VOC)1.
Automatic, continuous and ultra-reliable. The B-CONTROL control
unit allows compliance with the threshold limits set forth in the
Breathing Air Standard to be monitored at all times. If limit values are
exceeded, B-CONTROL displays a visual warning and shuts down the
system before contaminated air can pass into the cylinders being
filled. In cases where limit values are briefly exceeded, an automatic
purging valve (optional) discharges contaminated air to the outside
without interrupting operation of the system unnecessarily.
To ensure highly accurate measurement results, BAUER uses
high-quality temperature and pressure compensating sensors.
The integrated flow monitor automatically switches the compressor
off if flow is interrupted (e.g. in the case of a kinked hose). Altogether, this sophisticated array of features ensures consistently
reliable measurements. A data logger function enables all measurement values within a defined period to be logged and exported as
an Excel file, using an SD card for archiving and evidence.

1 Absolute humidity and total oil value (VOC) monitoring optional. Total oil measurement based
on volatile organic compounds (VOCs) only. Sensor calibration based on isobutene.

AERO-GUARD for CO₂ reduction
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AERO-GUARD
EFFECTIVELY LIMITING CO₂ LEVELS IN BREATHING AIR
Unfavourable environmental influences are responsible for permanently rising CO₂ concentrations in the air. As a result, operators of
breathing air filling stations are experiencing increasing problems
in complying with the mandatory threshold limits specified in the
EN 12021:2014 Breathing Air Standard.
AERO-GUARD is the reliable way to ensure that CO₂ levels in compressed breathing air never exceed the permissible limit.
To do this, the system uses a sophisticated bypass system which
routes the air from the compressor intake through the AERO-GUARD
before it is compressed. Part of this air passes through a special
filter cartridge, reducing its CO₂ content to around one-third of that
of the intake air – far lower than even the strict limits set forth in the
Breathing Air Standard¹.

1 Provided the maximum CO₂ concentration of the air at intake is not exceeded.

BAUER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS
PERFECT AIR PURIFICATION FOR YOUR SAFETY
BAUER has spent decades perfecting its air purification systems.
The filter system is at the heart of every BAUER breathing air
compressor.
To ensure that the threshold limits specified in the EN 12021:2014
Breathing Air Standard1 are complied with, the filter housing must be
correctly dimensioned and the individual filter media in the cartridge
must be perfectly aligned with each other.
This European standard defines the purity of compressed air for
breathing equipment.
A special filter cartridge is supplied for use with petrol- or dieseldriven compressors. In this case an additional catalytic converter
is needed to counteract any critical rise in CO from an accidental
intake of exhaust gas. Original BAUER filter cartridges are filled
under industrial conditions with high-quality materials in an optimum
blend, sealed in moisture-tight vacuum packs and then tested for
leak-tightness.

1 CO removal only with a BAUER special cartridge up to a max. concentration of 25 ppm CO
in intake air. The compressed purified air then contains no more than 5 ppm CO. The CO₂
content of the intake air must not exceed the value stated in EN 12021:2014! Local TLVs
are ignored.
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BAUER P-Purification System

B-SECURUS
MONITORING YOUR FILTER CARTRIDGE
Even the slightest risk is too high. Therefore, each BAUER PureAir
station must be equipped with B-SECURUS, the filter monitoring
system from BAUER or with B-DETECTION PLUS with dew point
sensor.
B-SECURUS indicates in good time when the cartridge needs be
changed and shuts down the unit automatically as soon as the
cartridge is saturated. Unlike conventional systems, B-SECURUS
measures the humidity content of the compressed air right from
the cartridge. This excludes two of the main causes for polluted
breathing air: use of self-filled filter cartridges and belated catridge
replacement.
As the unit only shuts down as soon as the filter is saturated, every
cartridge can be completely used – eliminating the need for premature replacement for safety reasons. Thus, B-SECURUS offers you
not only safety, but also additional cost-effectiveness.
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INSTALLING YOUR COMPRESSOR CORRECTLY

The first step to BAUER PureAir certification of your filling
centre:
The floor must be even, dust-free and suited for the weight and
vibration load imposed by the compressor.
The intake hose - maximum length 3 m, kink-proof and with
suffi ciently large section - has to be suspended high, dry and
facing against the wind.
The cooling air flow of the fan and the wind must have the same
direction.
Faultless air intake and exhaust air during compressor
operation must be guaranteed. Re-aspiration of exhaust gas must
be avoided under all circumstances. Particularly, proximity to
roads with heavy traffic.
The ambient temperature must be between 5°C and 45°C.
We also recommend measuring your ambient air to exclude
generally high CO or CO₂ levels.
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HOW TO BECOME A BAUER PURE AIR STATION

If you are operating a BAUER filling centre with B-SECURUS monitoring system, you can apply for BAUER PureAir certification. Only
authorised BAUER partners with successfully completed PureAir
training at the BAUER headquarters in Munich are granted this
certificate.
Inspection verifies the correct installation and the air quality of the
compressor unit. The water content and the oil, oxygen, carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide concentrations in the breathing air are
measured acc. to EN 12021:2014. This European standard defines
the purity of compressed air for breathing equipment.
Correct observance of the maintenance intervals is also checked,
and the result is registered in a test log. A positive result will lead to
your filling station being certified. Your certification is valid for one
year maximum. Thereafter, you will require further visits from quality
controllers at regular intervals, and after 12 months at the latest.
This procedure ensures that BAUER PureAir is the worldwide seal of
quality for breathing air filling stations using BAUER units.
If you use a B-DETECTION PLUS online gas measurement system to
monitor your breathing air, you can apply for BAUER PureAir Gold
Basis certification. Conditions for this certificate include annual
functional testing of your B-DETECTION system, including sensor
testing after replacement of the electrochemical sensors by a
registered BAUER partner. Retrofitting is straightforward and can be
performed with all BAUER systems.

SILVER CERTIFIED

GOLD CERTIFIED

Get yourself certified!

BAUER KOMPRESSOREN GmbH
Stäblistr. 8
81477 Munich, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 89 78049-0
Fax +49 (0) 89 78049-167
info@bauer-kompressoren.de
www.bauer-kompressoren.de
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